
Creative Writing – December Schedule

Date Class Activities

Monday, Dec 1 Work on lesson

Tuesday, Dec 2 Work on lesson

Wednesday, Dec 3 Practice lessons in class

Thursday, Dec 4 Practice lessons in class

Final conferences begin

Friday, Dec 5 Teaching lessons (P3/P5)

Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire (in class)

Monday, Dec 8 Email with final spell due by end of class

Writing conferences

Tuesday, Dec 9 Work day on Writer’s Toolbox and Revisions

Writing conferences

Wednesday, Dec 10 Work day on Writer’s Toolbox and Revisions

Course evaluation

Writing conferences

Thursday, Dec 11 Writing conferences in morning

No class: Model Senate in afternoon/evening

Final toolbox due and revisions due

Remaining point distribution:

 Summative: Spell (40 points), Teaching (60 points), Course Evaluation (10 points)
 Formative: Writing Conference (10 points), outstanding assignments, extra credit

revision (if desired)
 Community Learning: outstanding workshop prep sheets



Creative Writing – Extra Credit Revision

Goal: For you to creatively apply feedback from the class to improve a piece of work that
you care about.

What: As with all revisions, you must show that you are either working to address aspects
of your work you’ve received feedback on or are experimenting with new tactics to
achieve your desired results.  You can choose to revise your “writing to truth” moment,
your story, or your poems.

You must turn in a reflection with your revision explaining the following:
 Why you decided to do another revision?
 What you are trying to improve?
 Strategies you used to try to improve the piece?
 How successful you think your revision is?
 Questions you still have about the work?

This reflection must be at least one-page double-spaced.

Deadline: Thursday, December 11th by midnight

Grading: The grade for the revision will replace the first revision grade (worth 40 points)
for whatever assignment you are revising. A revision that does not seriously address
substantive issues with the piece will receive a lower grade than the original.


